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ABSTRACT
Unlike traditional data center traffic, AI training traffic pri-
marily consists of large-size flows that are fewer in number.
This characteristic poses a challenge in balancing routing
granularity with reorder overhead in existing routing strate-
gies. Existing serial flowlet schemes aim to achieve a better
trade-off in TCP scenarios than flow-level or packet spray-
ing load balancing. However, they are not well-suited for AI
training clusters with high-performance RDMA networks.

To tackle this issue, we propose a parallel-flowlet strategy,
ParaLet, which effectively resolves the serial flowlet’s prob-
lems of insufficient routing entropy in AI training traffic and
the difficulty of identifying time gaps in RDMA networks.
ParaLet requires only a small number of Queue Pairs, which
are decoupled from the connections, thus circumventing
scalability limits. The theoretical analysis and simulations
indicate that ParaLet not only achieves near-optimal through-
put but also diminishes flow completion time by 1.5-3.4 times
compared to existing methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid development of AI necessitates high-performance
RDMA networks to support the communication traffic gen-
erated by distributed training tasks. Due to the closed ecosys-
tem and high cost of InfiniBand [1], Ethernet-based RDMA
networks have gained favor among major vendors [2–4]. To
support the expanding AI training models, it is necessary
to interconnect more nodes, typically using an unblocking
multi-level Clos topology, which inherently provides path
diversity. In theory, multi-path routing can fully utilize the
available bandwidth and capacity resources in the network.
By simultaneously using multiple paths for data transmis-
sion, overall bandwidth utilization can be improved, reduc-
ing network congestion and bottlenecks. However, existing
load balancing strategies in AI training clusters struggle to
simultaneously meet the demands of the two dimensions.

Coarse-grained flow-level routing [5, 6], when faced with
a small number of long flows generated by AI training jobs, is
prone to flow conflicts resulting in tail latency and struggles
to achieve uniform load balancing according to the law of
large numbers. On the other hand, the finest-grained packet
spraying [7–9] introduces significant overhead at the end-
point due to the disordering problem observed in AI training
workloads. The intermediate-grained flowlet routing [10–13]
used in traditional TCP scenarios is also challenging to apply
in RDMA scenarios as it requires large time gaps. Existing
flowlets operate as serial flowlets, selecting a different path
one by one. Meanwhile, the original AI training flows have
a smaller number but larger size compared to traditional
data center applications, resulting in the problem of limited
routing path entropy [14].

As shown in Fig. 1, we propose the parallel flowlets scheme,
ParaLet, to address the mentioned problems. ParaLet adds
routing path entropy using parallel flowlets for better net-
work load balancing. Unlike traditional serial flowlets that
require finding optimal time gaps or pausing and waiting
for time gaps, ParaLet directly splits every original flow to
multiple flowlet blocks from the source. Meanwhile, ParaLet
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Figure 1: Design tradeoff for network load balancing.

ensures that packets within each flowlet follow the same
path for ordered delivery while allowing out-of-order arrival
at the destination for parallel flowlets. This approach mini-
mizes reorder overhead. Additionally, ParaLet achieves good
performance by using a small number of parallel flowlets and
ParaLet decouples Queue Pairs (QPs) and connections, which
is crucial for enhancing scalability in RDMA scenarios.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We rethink the fundamental causes of existing load
balancing issues (§2.2) during AI training workloads
(§2.1), which can help guide the design of new load
balancing routing strategies.

(2) We propose parallel flowlets scheme, ParaLet, to im-
prove network load balancing for AI training clusters
(§3) and provide theoretical evidence (§4). Specifically,
ParaLet achieves wise routing granularity (§4.1) and
minimizes reorder overhead (§4.2). Meanwhile, we dis-
cuss the implementation to support the deployment of
ParaLet in real systems in the future (§5).

(3) Experimental results demonstrate that ParaLet achieves
near-optimal throughput and significantly reduces flow
completion time compared to existing strategies (§6).

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 New Features of AI Training Workloads
AI training workloads exhibit unique characteristics that set
them apart from traditional datacenter workloads [15–18].
These characteristics are primarily due to the use of multi-
ple accelerators (e.g., GPU, NPU, TPU, etc.) interconnected
through high-performance RDMA networks [19–21] in a
multi-node software design, forming a distributed system.
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is commonly used for
data communication in this setup. The distinctive features
of AI training workloads include:

xCCL Collective communication primitives and
the number of active flows (#AF)

NCCL [26]
Broadcast, Reduce, All-Gather, Reduce-Scatter,
Ring / Double-binary-tree All-Reduce.
#AF is usually 1, 2, up to 3.

MSCCL [27]
Ring for All-Reduce, Reduce-Scatter, and
All-Gather. All-Pairs. Hierarchical.
Microsoft generally set #AF to 8.

ACCL [28]
Hybrid All-Reduce: intra-node Reduce-Scatter
+ Halving-Doubling + intra-node All-Gather.
#AF < 4

Other xCCL Also include the above primitives,
and #AF is also a small value.

Table 1: A small number of active flows in AI clusters.

High-bandwidth long flows: AI training jobs typically
involve higher bandwidth flows, ranging from several hun-
dred MBs to GBs [22]. The flow size is often several times
larger than the Bandwidth-Delay Product (BDP), necessitat-
ing network infrastructures capable of efficiently handling
such high-bandwidth flows.
A small number of flows: AI trainingmodels can be catego-
rized into various collective communication patterns [23, 24].
Each accelerator generates a small number of flows at any
given time, as stated in the Nvidia network architecture
white paper [14]. Despite the multi-stage optimizations ap-
plied to these communication patterns and the diverse imple-
mentations of different collective communication libraries
(xCCL) [25], every accelerator triggers the NIC to generate a
small number of active flows into the networks at any given
moment, as shown in Table 1.
Synchronized communication phases: To ensure that
the workers’ model remains up-to-date, the model is syn-
chronized in every iteration. During the training process,
a group of flows begins simultaneously when the cluster
enters a communication phase [29, 30]. This synchroniza-
tion contributes to bursts of network activity, which requires
effective management of network resources and may lead to
potential collision issues. The fact that some flows from the
last phase are not finished will affect the communication in
the subsequent phases.

2.2 Routing is Critical for AI Training
In large-scale AI clusters, multi-layer topology interconnec-
tions necessitate multi-path routing to fully utilize the diver-
sity of paths and achieve high bandwidth and low latency.
Optimizing routing is therefore crucial in these scenarios.

2.2.1 Limitations of Flow-level Routing in AI Training.
Flow-level routing is coarse-grained load balancing and guar-
antees ordered delivery by allowing packets of a flow to select
the same path through ECMP [5], using the 5-tuple (src-ip,
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dst-ip, src-port, dst-port, protocol number) as the hash factor,
or WCMP [6], which allocates the proportion of different
paths based on estimates of bandwidth and utilization. How-
ever, due to the small number of large-size flows and the
multi-hop selection in large-scale AI networks, flow-level
routing easily lead to uneven flow collision.

ConWeave [31] adds an additional opportunity for rerout-
ing during the transmission of a flow based on ECMP and
RTT awareness. ConWeave is suitable for traditional data
centerswhere it finds a new pathwith low utilization through
rerouting for reducing congestion. However, ConWeave re-
quires the scenario including a large number of small flows
combined with a small number of large flows, while AI train-
ing traffic includes mainly high-bandwidth large flows. This
offers little room for ConWeave optimization.

2.2.2 Challenges of Packet Spraying in AI Training. Packet
spraying [7–9, 35] randomly assigns packets from each flow
to one of the available ports, which causes a significant out-
of-order packets (OoOP) problem. RDMA is sensitive to
OoOP. When receiving an OoOP, the RNIC promptly ini-
tiates loss recovery, leading to a decrease in the sending
RNIC’s transmission rate. In addition, RNICs aremostly fixed-
function devices with limited resources, including packet
buffering capabilities. Whether using the Go-Back-N or the
enhanced Selective Repeat approach, RDMA experiences a
significant performance decline when facing OoOP, even re-
sulting in completion times for 1MB messages being slowed
down bymore than 3 times [31]. SRD [34] has designed a new
full-stack transport that supports OoOP for HPC workloads,
leaving the responsibility of order restoration to the layers
above it. However, it can be difficult to adapt this transport
for AI training applications as it requires modifications to
the ordering semantics in the upper layer.

2.2.3 Inefficiency of Flowlet Routing in AI Training. Flowlet
routing [10, 12, 13, 33] splits TCP flows into multiple flowlets
based on the inactive time gap among packets. Simultane-
ously, it estimates real-time congestion on fabric paths and
allocates flowlets to paths based on feedback from remote
switches. However, when considering an inactive time gap,
there are significantly fewer opportunities to find flowlets
in RDMA scenarios compared to TCP scenarios, even when
testing the gap threshold from 1𝑢𝑠 to 500𝑢𝑠 [36]. The reason
for this is that RDMA utilizes hardware-based packet pacing
per connection, also known as rate shaping, which leads to
a continuous flow of packets with minimal time gaps. Con-
sequently, due to the lack of sufficiently large flowlet gaps,
flowlet switching-based approaches are not well-suited for
RDMA. Hence, in AI training clusters under RDMAwith
a small number of large-size flows, typical flowlets
tend to generate uneven packet groups, leading to low
routing path entropy and packet disorder.

RDMA
Sender Switch

No time gap

Switch RDMA
Receiver

Disorder

Switch Switch

Memory of data
to be received

Typical serial flowlets fail for AI training clusters under RDMA

ParaLet leverages parallel flowlets to achieve both scalability and performance

Low routing entropy

Figure 2: ParaLet insight.

3 PARALET MOTIVATION
To address the issues of routing for AI training clusters (sum-
marized in Table 2), we introduce ParaLet, a novel parallel-
flowlet load balancing mechanism. The core concept of Par-
aLet is "parallel flowlet spraying." It divides the original flow
into multiple segments and concurrently sends𝑚 flowlets
into the network, effectively adding routing path entropy. As
shown in Fig. 2, similar to traditional flowlets, each parallel
flowlet can choose a new path. However, unlike traditional
flowlets that are injected into the network with time gaps at
the original rate, these𝑚 flowlets of every flow are delivered
in parallel at a fraction of that rate.

Unlike MPRDMA [36], which utilizes multipath by letting
every packet go to a different path with various windows
based on ECN feedback, resulting in the reorder of all out-
of-order packets and network scalability bottleneck, ParaLet
does not require such reorder at the destination. Instead,
ParaLet ensures that packets within a flowlet follow the same
path, avoiding most of reorder, while still allowing parallel
flowlets to arrive at the destination at different times.

ParaLet balances routing granularity and reorder overhead
by transmitting one flow across multiple, but not infinite,
paths. In contrast, flow-level load balancing restricts all pack-
ets of a flow to a single path, while packet spraying can
distribute a flow across as many paths as there are in-flight
packets. ParaLet, however, selects𝑚 paths concurrently for
every flow. As a result, ParaLet maintains in-order packets
delivery within each flowlet and only needs to ensure that all
flowlets from one flow successfully reach their destination.
ParaLet can be seen as a hybrid approach: it will degrade to
flow-level load balancing when𝑚 = 1 (treating the entire
flow as one flowlet) and to packet spraying when 𝑚 = ∞
(treating each packet as a separate flowlet).

4 THEORETICAL VERIFICATION
4.1 Routing Granularity
Considering one communication step of AI training over an
unblocking cluster, where each GPU starts to communicate
with its peer under other ToRs simultaneously. Focusing on
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Routing granularity Existing schemes Dilemma in AI training clusters
Flow-level ECMP [5], WCMP [6] Uneven flow conflict and long tail delay.
Rerouting ConWeave [31], Proteus [32] Little room for rerouting.

Flowlet Conga [13], LetFlow [12], HULA [33] Hard to find time gap.
Serial flowlet has the problem of limited routing path entropy.

Packet spraying RPS [7], DRILL [9], SRD [34]
QDAPS [8, 35] Sorting overhead at the destination server or ToR switch.

ParaLet Our schemes Parallel flowlets solve these dilemmas.
Table 2: The main issues of existing load balancing schemes in AI training clusters.

one ToR switch first. Assume the ToR has 𝑛 ingress ports and
𝑛 egress ports, thus it should forward 𝑛 flows from 𝑛 ingress
ports towards 𝑛 egress ports at line rate. We can calculate
the routing collision effect for different routing strategies.
1) Flow-level Routing: We expected one flow towards

one egress ports without collision. Under the random strat-
egy of ECMP, the collision probability would be 1 − 𝑛!

𝑛𝑛
. As

the increase of switch radix 𝑛 to support large scaled AI
cluster, the collision ratio could be almost 1. That is, at least
two flows would select the same port and then the flow com-
pleted time has to be at least doubled than optimal. Even
when we take the rerouting strategies like ConWeave [31],
the second choice still suffers the almost 1 collision ratio
since the number of congested flows are still comparable to
the number free ports. This is quite different from traditional
data center where you can always find enough free ports.
2) Packet Spraying: The success of Packet spraying for

load balancing is based on the Law of Large Numbers. With
infinite tries (one packet select once), the workload ratio
distributed to one egress port equals to probability to select
this port for each packet, i.e., 1

𝑛
. Thus each egress port just

need to handle as the same as the workload of each ingress
port, even through the packets has been totally disordered.

3) ParaLet: With𝑚 flowlets arriving at each ingress port
in parallel, the switch needs to distribute a total of 𝑚 ∗ 𝑛
flowlets to 𝑛 egress ports. Suppose there are 𝑋 flowlets dis-
tributed to one egress port. Thus, 𝑋 can be regarded as the
number of successful outcomes in 𝑛 ∗𝑚 Bernoulli tests with
a probability of 1

𝑛
, i.e., 𝑋 ∼ 𝐵(𝑚𝑛, 1

𝑛
). Then, 𝐸 (𝑋 ) = 𝑚 and

𝑉𝑎𝑟 (𝑋 ) =𝑚. Consequently, we can calculate the flow com-
pletion time slowdown as max(1, 𝑋

𝑚
). Let 𝑆 = 𝑋

𝑚
, then S

approximates to a Normal distribution 𝑁 (𝜇, 𝜎2) with 𝜇 = 1,
𝜎2 = 1

𝑚
. We can approximates the CDF (cumulative density

function) of S as Φ( 𝑆−𝜇
𝜎

), where Φ is the CDF of the Standard
Normal Distribution. Considering the 𝑛 egress ports, the
maximal slowdownmax{𝑆0, 𝑆1, ..., 𝑆𝑛−1} can be estimated by
the (1 − 1

𝑁
) percentile of 𝑆 , i.e.

𝐸 (𝑆max𝑛) = 𝜇 + 𝜎 ∗ Φ−1 (1 − 1
𝑛
) = 1 +

Φ−1 (1 − 1
𝑛
)

√
𝑚

𝑛′ = Φ−1 (1 − 1
𝑛
) 𝑛 = 1

1−Φ(𝑛′ ) 𝑛′ = Φ−1 (1 − 1
𝑛
) 𝑛 = 1

1−Φ(𝑛′ )
1 6 5 3488555
2 43 6 1.013 × 109
3 740 7 7.813 × 1011
4 31574 8 1.501 × 1015

Table 3: Impact of the switch radix 𝑛. Let 𝑛′ = Φ−1 (1− 1
𝑛
),

then 𝑛 = 1
1−Φ(𝑛′ ) . When 𝑛 increases to 1e+15, 𝑛′ is still

no more than 8.

When we considering the end-to-end flow transmission
through the whole AI cluster by multiple hops, we can find
this equation are still correct but the switch radix 𝑛 would
be changed to the whole number of GPU nodes 𝑁 . That is,
the final slowdown for ParaLet can be estimated as

𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑤𝐷𝑜𝑤𝑛 = 1 +
Φ−1 (1 − 1

𝑁
)

√
𝑚

(1)

Compared to ECMP, ParaLet is expected to speedup by√
𝑚 times, and only 1√

𝑚
slower than optimal. As shown in

Table 3, the switch radix 𝑛, which indicates the AI network
scale, has really few impact on the maximal slowdown.

4.2 Reorder Overhead
Packet Spraying will make the packets arrive at receiver in
unpredictable pattern, it is really hard to judge whether the
data between two disorder packets are lost or still in trans-
mission in the path. Current RDMA takes the Go-Back-N loss
recovery thus any disorder event will call re-transmission, re-
sulting in serious under-utilization. Technologies like SACK
could be much better than Go-Back-N to avoid unnecessary
re-transmission, but SACK requires more fine-grained trans-
port support. What is worse, it still have the risk to transmits
the packet in path, even through the risk maybe mitigated
by a magic timeout. But with ParaLet, packets insider one
flowlet are sequential and through the same path, thus the
disorder events inside one flowlet indicates loss event and
retransmission is necessary, and the disorder events between
different flowlets can be ignored directly.
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Figure 3: ParaLet design.

5 DESIGN
5.1 ParaLet Steps
Theory (§3 and §4) has proved that ParaLet can achieve better
performance for AI training clusters. Next, we will show the
concrete steps of ParaLet, as shown in Fig. 3.

S1 Parallel flowlet generation. ParaLet needs𝑚 QPs
with different UDP source port to output𝑚 parallel flowlets
using decoupling (§5.3). EachQPwill pull thewaiting flowlets
and transmit data at 1

𝑚
of the line rate. Note that, ParaLet

only modifies RNICs at hosts.
S2 Parallel spraying. Since we create different QP with

different source ports, the𝑚 flowlets can directly be sprayed
to different paths based on ECMP hash function. In the future,
adaptive routing can also be incorporated into ParaLet.

S3 Flowlet assemblage. A parallel flowlet is a message
consisting of several packets. Splitting at theMPI layer allows
for the utilization of the RDMA feature, which enables out-
of-order delivery between messages. The receiver only needs
to ensure that all flowlets of a flow arrive successfully and
does not need to reorder packets, because packets within a
message follow the same path.

5.2 Parameter Tuning
The number of QPs𝑚 and the message size 𝑆 are important.
𝑚: Based on Equation(1), we should select 𝑚 based on

expected slowdown and the AI cluster scales. For example,
for a cluster contain tens-of-thousands accelerators, and we
expected the slowdown no more than 2, there would be

𝑚 ≥
(
Φ−1 (1−10−5 )

2−1

)2
≈ 25. And when cluster extends more

than 109 nodes, to achieve the same slowdown, we only need

𝑚 ≥
(
Φ−1 (1−10−9 )

2−1

)2
≈ 36.

𝑆 : The selection of 𝑆 does not impact the correctness of
ParaLet, but the QP should support a deeper tx-depth with
small 𝑆 to achieve full bandwidth utilization. And a larger 𝑆
may loss flexibility. Experiential, we suggested to select the
message (flowlet) size 𝑆 as 4𝐵𝐷𝑃/𝑚.

5.3 Decoupling QPs and Connections
It is crucial to consider the decoupling of QPs and connec-
tions to support parallel-flowlet traffic. This aspect is cur-
rently our ongoing work, and we provide the following guide.
ParaLet utilizes a QP scheduler to schedule𝑚 QPs from

host memory, similar to SRNIC [37]. This scheduler deter-
mines which QP to send data next and retrieves work queue
elements (WQEs) and data from the corresponding send
queue (SQ) using a data mover. Each SQ can support multi-
ple flowlets from different flows. Additionally, incorporating
MPI layer management in ParaLet involves handling vari-
ous tasks such as managing connection status, coordinating
receive buffers, and efficiently processing batch acknowl-
edgments for packet groups. One method for managing the
MPI layer is by utilizing a networking plugin, such as the
NCCL_NET_PLUGIN.

5.4 Benefits
Adaptive for various collective options and commu-
nication patterns: The xCCL will translate the collective
options into any kinds of communication patterns, thus the
number of concurrent active connections are dynamic. This
design can naturally adapt for any number of concurrent
active connections. Flowlets from different connections has
the same probability to be distribute to all𝑚 QPs, and then
the routing granularity can be also guaranteed.
High scalability: Typically in AI training, each node needs
to setup connections with all other nodes at the beginning of
the job. To catch up with the increase rate of AI scales, how
to handle the tens of thousands connections using limited
resources becomes a big challenge. Aimed at this, our design
decouples the connection management and QP transmission.
Besides, ParaLet limits the number of completed flows in
network, which make congestion control more flexible.

6 SIMULATION
Topology:We use NS3 simulator to simulate Clos topologies
with an over-subscription ratio of 1:1, including small-scale
128 accelerators and large-scale 1024 accelerators, respec-
tively. All links are 100Gbps with 1𝑢𝑠 latency. Each switch
has a buffer size of 9MB.
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Figure 4: Total throughput (TT) performance.
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Workload: As shown in Table 1, evaluating All-Reduce en-
compasses the most combinations of other collective com-
munication primitives. Specifically, we use traffic snapshots
of the communication pair generated by the Ring-based All-
Reduce and the Double Binary Tree (DBT)-based All-Reduce.
Comparison objects: We mainly compare ParaLet using
different 𝑚 parallel flowlets with ECMP, DRILL [9], Let-
Flow [12] and ConWeave [31]. DRILL uses packet spraying,
which choose a new output port with the smallest queue
among 2 random samples and the current port. LetFlow is an
advanced resilient asymmetric flowlet scheme. We select the
time gap of 50 us, 100 us, and 200 us, and choose to present
the optimal result. ConWeave is the latest rerouting solution.
Metrics: Besides Flow Completion Time (FCT), we col-
lected statistics on the throughput of switch ports connected
to all source. By summing these values, we obtained theTotal
Throughput (TT), which reflects the effective throughput
of the entire network as it changes over time.

Fig. 4 illustrates that ParaLet achieves near-optimal through-
put. A coarse granularity of spraying is sufficient, and there
is no need for per-packet spraying. In the DBT workload,
DRILL’s TT experiences two sharp degradations, because
of out-of-order delivery, which not only adds overhead to
the receiver but also affects the source’s congestion control.
ECMP performs the worst across different scenarios because,
under the characteristics of AI training workloads, its uneven
flow hash conflicts become more pronounced. ConWeave
outperforms DRILL in the DBT workload, but in the Ring

workload, where rerouting opportunities are fewer, its per-
formance falls between DRILL and ECMP. LetFlow achieves
poor performance in AI training clusters. This is because
LetFlow struggles to identify the time gaps under RDMA,
and the size of flows is large but the number of flows in
the AI training traffic is fewer than in traditional data cen-
ters. Consequently, the available number of flowlets is also
limited, resulting in constrained routing entropy.
As shown in Fig. 5, ParaLet (𝑚=32) increases Max Total

Throughput (MTT) by 1.4-1.6 times and reduces FCT by 2.6-
3.4 times compared to ECMP. Compared to DRILL, ParaLet
increases MTT by about 1.1 times and reduces FCT by about
1.8 times. Compared to ConWeave, ParaLet increases MTT
by 1.2-1.6 times and reduces FCT by 1.5-1.6 times. Compared
to LetFlow, ParaLet increases MTT by 1.4-1.6 times and re-
duces FCT by 2.6-2.8 times. The performance of the ParaLet
improves with an increasing value of𝑚, although the rate
of improvement gradually diminishes. ParaLet requires only
32 QPs to achieve good simulation performance without the
need for an excessive number.

7 CONCLUSION
To tackle routing issues posed by AI training workloads, we
propose ParaLet, a parallel flowlets load balancing strategy,
which achieves the simultaneous reduction of flow collisions
and reorder overhead. Simulations demonstrate that ParaLet
achieves near-optimal throughput and significantly reduces
flow completion time compared to existing strategies.
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